Nylon Bearings on Damper Rods

Rubber Damper Rest

Intended Mounting Position

Inlet Diameter + 2 1/2"

Dampers omitted from drawing to show base.

Ø0.14

Typ. (caulk flange)

0.25

0.75

Typ.

Inlet Diameter + 2 1/2"

Inlet Collar
4" thru 10" available.

Finished wall surface

0.50

Dampers

PART #: V-MBLV(Size)WC2
DESCRIPTION: Low profile wall vent

NOTES:
Material: ASTM-A653 CS B bonderized and phosphatized galvanized steel
Paint ready after surface cleaning
4" through 10" available
Order as Pt# V-MBLV(diameter in inches)WC2